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Student falls from

Pangborn 4th story

Is listed in serious condition

BY KELLEY TUTHILL

Assistant News Editor

A Notre Dame student fell out

a fourth-floor restroom win-

dow in Pangborn Hall Friday

night.

Freshman Frederick Sharky

was rushed to St. Joseph's

Medical Center and a

spokesperson for the hospital

said Sunday that he was listed

in serious condition and is in

the intensive care unit.

According to Rex Bakow, di-

rector of Security, the incident

occurred between 11:45 p.m.

and midnight. The student fell

from a window that was opened 18 inches, he said.

Bakow said the student fell

out of the west or back side of

Pangborn onto a landing dock.

He said he was not sure what

the circumstances of the fall

were, "but it appears that the

student was near vomitting."

No blood alcohol test was

taken, said Bakow.

Sharky was placed in a neck

brace and a back board and

was taken to the hospital in an

ambulance, said Bakow.

The student is a resident of

Stanford Hall.

"He's coming along fine," said Brother Viator

Grezeskiwicz, rector of

Stanford Hall.

Pangborn's rector, Father

Wifred Borden, declined to

declare a comment.

Three new computer

systems bought by ND

By DAN DWYER

News Staff

Three new computer systems

were recently acquired by the

University to support research

as part of a four-year, multi-

million dollar effort to upgrade

and expand the computing fa-

cilities on campus, according to

Donald Spier, assistant provost for university comput-

ing.

The systems, a CONVEX C220 and two smaller CONVEX C120s, give the University community processing ca-

pabilities that were previously available only off-campus, Spier said: "Essentially, their primary capability is to support computationally-intensive tasks.

The addition of the CONVEX systems has improved large-

scale computing on the campus, said Spier. The CONVEX sys-

tems are computer networks, and users may log on through

modems.

"The CONVEX system is a class of computing power that
did not exist on campus previ-
ously. Off-campus ties will stay

in place, but not everything will

have to be done remotely. It's
intended that these two (the off-campus and on-campus computing systems) will com-

plement each other," he ex-

plained.

Users of the new system will

include faculty, graduate stu-

dents, and undergraduates af-

filiated with research projects, said Spier. "People who need

this resource will be those in the fields of science, engineer-

ing, business, and economics." In addition to the new sys-

tems, a new computer store and

repair shop have recently

opened, he said.

Jogger returns who asks to be punched

By KELLEY TUTHILL

Assistant News Editor

A man in a navy running

suit approached three differ-

ent groups of females

Sunday.

According to Joseph Araman, captain of Security's afternoon shift, the first incident occurred at 5:30 p.m. when two females were approached near Gate six in the JACC parking lot.

Araman said the man asked the students what time it was and proceeded to tell them that he was jogging, had cramps and needed to be

punched in the stomach.

The women declined to help him and went to Cardier Field and told a representa-

tive from non varsity athlet-
ic teams.

The student ran away and notified Security, he said.

Araman said the third in-
cident occurred at 7:26 p.m.

on the sidewalk between Decio Faculty Hall and the

Smithe Museum of Art.

The man approached two female students, asked for the time and to be punched in the stomach.

The women fled and noti-

fied Security, he said.

"No one was touched," said Araman.

The man is described as a

male student was jogging

eastbound on Bulls Road

near the O'Hara Grace Twe
tones. She said a man

approached two female

students.

"P" stitched on it, said

Spier.
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Pantry raids: A tradition whose time has passed

Before I came to Notre Dame I thought pantry raids were a quaint out of the far-off days when my parents were in school. But, no, pantry raids are alive and well at Saint Mary's.

The photo on the front page of Thursday's Observer says it all. The fresher is proudly displaying the prize he got at Saint Mary's from the women hanging out the windows.

I know, I know. Tradition, tradition. Frankly, this is one tradition whose time has come and gone. We're in the sixties, classmates! Women and men should not participate in pantry raids lest alone host them.

I asked a Saint Mary's student to explain to me how a certain night comes to be Panty Raid Night. In that, as far as she knew (everyone seems a little cloudy on the issue) the raid is always on the Wednesday before the first home football game.

My point is that ND freshmen don't just go running to Saint Mary's on a whim. Saint Mary's women could just stay inside and the whole thing would never happen. It's not like the raid is straight from "Revenge of the Nerds" when the men break into the dorm to the surprise of the residents. No, here we have willing participants who drop their drawers from their windows, rather than have their drawers opened.

I realize that there must be some Saint Mary's students who approve of the annual event and it must be frustrating to be associated with the rest of the crowd.

My point is that Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Notre Dame complaining about strained relations. Well, I just don't think the average pantry raid helps. Hosting a pantry raid only furthers the "pre-wed" stereotype. The ceremony is overly sexy with the freshmen leaving Saint Mary's campus with the goods.

It's not that this panty raid in particular is so bad, believe it or not, I do have a sense of humor. It's rather with this event this week that it literally persimmonizes the stereotypical sentiments that the women wrongfully express towards the women at Saint Mary's.

I asked a senior at Notre Dame if he went to Saint Mary's when he was a freshman. He said that the upperclassmen all told him to go, so he went to. Many of the upperclass-women here are telling the freshmen women at Notre Dame that Saint Mary's girls are at school just to marry a Notre Dame man.

I try to stop the spreading of this stereotype, but the panty raid doesn't help. Neither does a front page photo of a Notre Dame man's underwear.

At the April 20, 1967 edition of The Observer the lead story is "Senate censures use of K-9 police to stop pantry raids." The story states that the student senate made a collective complaint against the South Bend and St. Joseph County police about the K-9 dogs and near gas bombs used against students at the pantry raids.

"The disturbance was 75 percent the fault of Saint Mary's," said then-Student Body President Jim Fish. "The girls hung out of windows half dressed screeching obscenities which were equal in force, if not worse than those shouted by the Notre Dame in-fans." The story notes that I.D.'s were collected and turned over to the Dean of Students who could kick students off campus as a punishment.

A column on page two of the paper was written from the Saint Mary's student's point of view. "The girls were in a strange situation. On one hand we had hysterical house mothers and student government officials ordering us to lock windows, turn off lights, and stay away from the windows. On the other, some girls had been collecting underwear all year, expressly for the event. One girl, in hopes of "creating some ac­­tion for herself, has amassed a pile of red face panties, complete with her name and exten­sion number.""

"When one K-9 Hall freshman was asked why he wanted a bra, he replied, "I love you and I want something to hold them."

Saint Mary's students said that his dad had trophies so why shouldn't he.

Well, if we're talking underwear collection as trophies then Saint Mary's students and Notre Dame's students are talking the same language. It seems we're all women. I don't think our underwear should be displayed in dorm rooms, or men's rooms or on the front page of The Observer.

It does not take K-9 forces to stop the annual pantry raid; it only take initiative from a few Saint Mary's women to simply close their windows and say "It's not going to happen this year!"

Remember, you come a long way baby, or have you?

Paper Recycling: Papers will be picked up Monday, September 25 at 3:00 p.m. on the ground floor of your dorm.

An aluminum can drive sponsored by REM, along with Indiana Wildlife Rehabilitation Center and the Indiana Department of Natural Resources on Saturday, September 24, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The weigh-in will be at the Storyland Zoo, Sunnyvale jewelers, Santa Cruz, CA. Non-refrigerated aluminum cans will compete the residents. No, here we have willing participants who drop their drawers from their windows, rather than have their drawers opened.

The Overseas Development Network will hold its annual Gala at 7:30 p.m. Saturday for the lounge at the Center for Social Concerns. There will be a speaker from El Salvador at the meeting and all who are interested are welcome.

AMERICAN FORCES

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze washed ashore on Snake Island in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, fishing for cutthroat trout on Sunday, but he'll have to tell his Kremlin buddies about the one that got away. "I have no fishing license, and I caught nothing," Shevardnadze joked as he said Secretary of State James Baker ended their early morning fishing expedition. "I'm no pro," he laughed.

Salvage crews resumed efforts Sunday to remove the wreck of a US Airways jet that crashed near Little Rock, Arkansas, because of unruly crowds last night. The plane was escorted to their classes.

Lee Dickinson.

Ark., because of unruly crowds last night. The plane was escorted to their classes.

Ten thousands of Sioux in Sioux City, Iowa, turned out to honor flight and ground crews who brought in a disabled jumbo jet that went on to fly to Barbados. A grand jury will be asked to investigate possible criminal wrongdoing related to last week's crash.

The path of a collision that killed 20 students was retraced Sunday by a soft-drink delivery truck and a hospital prison ward to pass the sealed pellets of cocaine, with the help of laxatives.

Miami International Airport are capturing an average of a half million visitors a day. Swallowing cocaine to avoid detection is increasingly common practice, according to U.S. Customs agents.

The US Airways jet was flying to Barbados.
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Rhattigan and Egan win SMC freshman run-off

By CHRISTINE GILL
Saint Mary’s Editor

Saint Mary’s freshman voted in a run-off election on Friday to choose their class president and vice-president. The ticket of Colleen Rhattigan and Carol Egan won the run-off with 62 percent of the vote, defeating Katie Damm and Linda Shaf for the offices of president and vice-president, respectively.

Alum: Gov’t more aware of family

By JOHN CREEL
News Staff

The federal government is starting to become more aware of the needs of the American family in its policies after a long period of neglect, said Long. The family suffered a decline during "The Great Society" as a result of a high divorce rate and increased teen pregnancy. This decline was not caused by the Federal Government, but it did not provide adequate assistance to its people when they were in need, said Long.

Long stressed that several excellent programs were developed during the sixties and seventies, but "The war on poverty was hardly a renaissance, it was more of a disaster." Two aspects of the Federal policy that greatly affect the condition of the American family are the tax code and education. Mr. Long remarked, "The present tax code is compromising the economic life of the family."

In order for the tax code to be better suited to the family three adjustments should be made, said Long. Taxes should be based on people’s ability to pay, dependents should lessen a family's tax requirement, and the poor should not be taxed. The personal tax adjustment for families with children has also fallen behind the times because the government has failed to adjust it to keep up with rising inflation, said Long.

Education is also vital to the survival of the family, he said. Poor conditions and low test scores in some inner city schools have led an increasing number of school-aged youths to flee to the streets and drugs and to leave their families. A system of open enrollment in which students would choose the school they would attend has proved effective in areas such as Harlem. Legislation to improve the tax code and the education system are necessary and are receiving greater consideration in Washington, said Long.

There has never been a federal policy regarding the family, he said. He added that the best available option is the use of local governments to organize improvements because the Federal Government does not have the discretionary funds to finance these programs. The poor have become largely dependent on the Federal Government for survival.

Long said, "It is necessary to recognize the dignity of the family. People must participate in programs and help themselves." If people become involved in their communities they will have a sense of pride and the family will be strengthened, he said.

Thanks to the initiative of communities who have begun programs such as open enrollment the government has become aware of the needs of the family, said Long: "The language of the family has become part of Washington’s vocabulary.

Long graduated from the program of liberal studies at Notre Dame and went on to receive his Juris Doctoris from Boston College. After completion of his studies and a tour of duty in Vietnam as a gunnery officer, he began his career in politics. He is presently the counsel and health policy advisor for Senator Dan Coats of Indiana, a position he has held since 1982.

The lecture, titled "The American Family and Federal Policy: Recipe for Disaster or Opportunity for Renaissance?" was held Friday afternoon in Hayes-healy auditorium.
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U.S. Peace Corps

The Movie

"The Toughest Job You’ll Ever Love"

You've thought about it.

You've tried to imagine what it would be like.

You know it would be exciting. And a challenge. And quite possibly the most rewarding experience of your life... .

Three Americans overseas in Asia, Africa and South America speak frankly on what Peace Corps life is like for them.

It isn't easy and it isn't for everyone—they'll tell you that up front.

But if you've ever considered going overseas in the Peace Corps, then now is your chance to see and hear for yourself what could be "the toughest job you'll ever love."

Note: Former Peace Corps volunteers will be on hand to answer questions following the 25 minute film. And it's free!

See our free film Thursday, September 28th.
7 p.m., Center for Social Concern.
Interviews Wednesday & Thursday.
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Don't drink and drive
A public service message from The Observer

Happy 21st Birthday
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Residents of this capital city of 6 million endured another night of bombings Saturday as bombs exploded in a theater, a city bus company's garage and at a neighborhood headquarters of the ruling Liberal party. The three bombs injured two people, national police said.

In the last month, 103 bombs have killed six people and wounded 130.

Colombia's judges, fearing for their lives, said in a statement issued through their labor union, the National Association of Judicial Workers, that they will go on strike if immediate action is not taken to address the dangers they face.

Since 1981, about 50 judges and 170 judicial employees have been killed. Antonio Morales, president of the Association of Judicial Employees, has said at least 1,600 of Colombia's 5,000 judges have been threatened with death in the last 12 months.

Union officials are to meet Monday with acting Justice Minister Carlos Simmonds.

"We don't see any will on the part of the government to increase security for our lives," the president of the judges' union, Antonio Nino, said in the communiqué.

The judges repeated previous demands for bulletproof cars and vests, guards with metal detectors at their offices and other security measures.

Judges in Colombia earn about $400 a month. In interviews last month many said they were forced to take buses to work because they couldn't afford cars. A compact car here costs $20,000.

Monica de Greiff, who resigned as justice minister last week after being threatened by drug traffickers, said she was promised $19 million in U.S. aid earlier this month for the purpose of protecting judges but the union said it has heard nothing since about the aid.

Colombia's army said Sunday it had captured a suspected drug trafficker wanted by the United States for extradition.

The army's 2nd Brigade, in the Caribbean coast town of Barranquilla, said it had captured Gomez. It said Gomez has been wanted on drug trafficking charges in Florida since 1985.

Last month, Colombian government security forces claimed to have arrested two Colombians wanted by the United States for extradition. The two were released after the U.S. Justice Department said it had no charges pending against them.

U.S. Ambassador Thomas McNamara and other embassy employees have refused to comment on extraditions.

The anti-drug crusading newspaper El Espectador, in a column by its editor, Juan Cano, accused Colombia's congress Sunday of being cowardly and corrupt.
Baker proclaims talks with Soviet foreign minister highly successful

Associated Press

JACKSON HOLE, Wyo. — Secretary of State James Baker said Sunday that the success of his meeting with the Soviet foreign minister should silence congressional critics and dampen their appetite for unilateral arms cuts.

Despite progress on talks to cut strategic, conventional and chemical weapons, Baker said the Soviet Union was still "a military threat."

"I think it would quite naive for the United States to talk about unilateral reductions of its strategic arsenal," Baker said on the CBS-TV program "Face the Nation."

The Bush administration, he said, remains committed to the Strategic Defense Initiative and deploying new classes of long-range bombers and mobile missiles.

Baker's four-day session with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze yielded an agreement to hold a summit in the United States next spring or summer.

It will be the first meeting between President Bush and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev since Bush took office, although the two met in New York before Bush's election and his inauguration.

In the course of the Baker-Shevardnadze talks, the Soviets also said they would withdraw a demand that the United States agree to curb work on "Star Wars" before conclusion of a Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START).

Baker told a news conference Saturday the Soviet decision could speed conclusion of START, which would cut long-range strategic arms by 30-to-50 percent.

Taking on domestic critics Sunday, Baker said, "There was a lot of criticism in advance of this ministerial (meeting) that I hope is absolutely gone now because we have made some really fundamental progress."

The most influential critic, Senator Majority Leader George Mitchell, tempered his remarks somewhat on another interview program, but did not recant.

"The events of the last 24 hours are certainly positive ... but I still think there are a number of steps that should be taken, should have been taken previously," the Maine Democrat said on ABC's "This Week With David Brinkley."

He specifically mentioned the Democratic call for more financial aid to Poland and expanded leeway with the Soviet Union as areas needing more attention.


Their mood appeared warm and friendly, as it has been since they arrived in this beautiful mountain resort Thursday night.

Despite progress in talks across a broad range of issues, and the signing of six accords Saturday, Baker said the Soviet Union remained a threat.

"The military threat is not diminished if you look at it just in terms of military to military," Baker said.

He complained that while the Soviet Union has two classes of mobile missiles, the SS-24 and the SS-25, the United States has yet to deploy two it has under development, the rail-mobile MX and the Midgetman.

We invite all University Notre Dame Seniors to get to know our people and career opportunities

Investment Banking Reception
Monday, September 25
at 7:00 p.m.
Morris Inn
Alumni Room
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Salomon Brothers

"THANKSGIVING BREAK" ON MIAMI BEACH
N.D. VS MIAMI
(219) 237-5334
ATLAS TOURS

WANTED: USC vs. ND TICKETS
24hr. answering service
(213) 487-4161
Home (213)422-2812

Earn $200-300 weekly. Travel tour operator needs four students immediately.
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Free Delivery
For Same Day Service Call
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before 10:00 AM
Monday through Friday
Hugo
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the ground fights — men and women.

Without electricity for a third
day, residents were unable to
cook, boil water for drinking or
get cash from bank machines.
At stores that managed to re-
on Saturday, people waited in
lines for up to four hours.

The Red Cross dished out hot
meals from lunch wagons.

At the Citadel Square Baptist
Church, the line stretched for
three blocks, spokesman Brian
Ruberry said.

Wilma McDonald patched
holes in her roof damaged by
fallen pine trees, although
water continued to drip. She
was buoyed when Allstate in-
urance adjuster Kent Robinson
gave her a $500 check to get the trees removed.

"You don't know how glad I
am to see somebody,"
McDonald said. "I was at my
wit's end."

People rummaged through
the chaos wrought by Hugo to
find what they had lost and
what they could still salvage.

Mostly, neighbors did what they
could to get by. Kenneth
Watson, 34, of North Charleston,
filled a bathtub with water before Hugo hit, but he and 11 relatives have
no power. On Sunday, he bought
groceries at a Piggly Wiggly
supermarket even though
money is short.

"You can't get your checks
and no banks are open. I just
hope something comes by,"
Watson said.

If no relief comes, Watson
said, "I'll do it the old-time way
and go down to the river and

As a cold rain fell Sunday
morning, church bells pealed
above the hum of generators
and the buzz of chain saws.

"We have no roof and we've
got three feet of water in the
living room," said Jimmy
Bailey, a state lawmaker who
attended services. "But we all
have what we were born with
and that's good health. ...

Neighborhood Study Help
Program
still needs volunteers to tutor
children and adolescents at
the schools and neighborhood
centers in the South Bend area.
Transportation is provided.

Call Jennifer at x3725 or Patty at x4231 if you can
tutor at one of these times or to find out about the
ten other times we tutor.
By JEFF SWANSON

ND students receive $34 million in financial aid for year

Economic powers pledge to decrease value of the dollar

The Observer / Bradford Boehm

Michelin gets Uniroyal in $1.5 billion deal


distribute Uniroyal, BF-Goodrich and other brands of tires while retaining its corporate identity, said Michelin spokesman Jim Morton.

But with the acquisition, Michelin would become the largest if regulators in the United States and Canada approve the deal, said Saul Ludwin, a tire analyst with the Cleveland-based Rautaulo & Co.

"We expect to see positive results both short-term and long-term, when Michelin's technology and research are added to our own capabilities," said Sheldon Salzman, president and chief operating officer of Uniroyal Goodrich.
Christanity clearly labels homosexuality a sin

By Rick Acker

Are anti-homosexuality laws fair? Is homosexuality a legitimate "alternative lifestyle"? As the controversy surrounding homosexuality has grown, the willingness of judges to answer questions like these has dwindled. In this essay, I will attempt to open the issue of homosexuality from the standard of a believer in democracy and Christianity.

As a believer in democracy, the issue of homosexuality is political. Do the freedom of rights to sexual freedom in the same way that religious minorities have rights to religious freedom? The Supreme Court answered this question in its 1986 decision in Bowers v. Hardwick. In this case, the Court allowed anti-sodomy to stand, and effectively denned a constitutional basis for gay rights.

Regardless of the technical merits of Bowers v. Hardwick (is it an important legal reasoning), I believe that it is in conflict with a central principle of American democracy. The Declaration of Independence, for instance, states that we all have the right to freely engage in "the Pursuit of Happiness." It is difficult to think of anything more aptly described as "the Pursuit of Happiness" than the private exercise of one's sexual preference. Indeed, one of the fundamental teachings of democracy is that individuals should have as much freedom as possible, so long as they don't intrude on the freedom of others. Since homosexuals exercise this freedom, do not infringe on anybody's rights by privately engaging in homosexual acts with consenting adults, those of us who believe in democracy should press for legislation barring discrimination against homosexuals.

As a believer in Christianity, however, the issue of homosexuality is ethical. Is homosexuality morally acceptable? In light of explicit warnings in the Bible regarding such issues, Christians have no choice but to condemn homosexual behavior as sin.

Leviticus 20:13, for instance, says, "If there is a man who lies with a male as those who lie with a woman, both of them have committed a detestable act; they shall surely be put to death. Their bloodguiltiness is upon them." Likewise, St. Paul describes homosexuality as "degrading, "indecent," and "unnatural" in Romans 1:26-27. While few today would advocate the death penalty for homosexuals, Christians cannot deny the clear message of both the Old and New Testaments on the immorality of homosexuality.

Some Christians have attempted to justify the strict biblical condemnation of homosexuality by arguing that the laws against it are mere anachronisms. They think that these rules may have had some function at the time of Moses, but are irrelevant today. They reach this conclusions more by analogy than logic. They point to outdated laws like the one in Leviticus 19:27 which requires men not to cut their beards or sideburns, or 1 Timothy 2:9 which prohibits women from wearing jewelry or braiding their hair. When pressed, however, they can find no legitimate distinction between the rules they want to throw out and the ones they want to keep (banning child molestation, murder, etc.). Many people adamantly "listening to your heart" and "social morality" to make these decisions. Not surprisingly, they do not wish to determ ine which biblical laws should still be applied and which are just historical curiosities. This test is appropri­ately called the Context Test. What is says is that any law is relevant only so long as the context it was written for still exists. The law against cutting beards and sideburns, for instance, was written to prevent the common practice of making burn offerings of facial hair to pagan gods. This context no longer exists today, so the law is not irrelevant. Similarly, the law against women wearing jewelry or braiding their hair was written at a time when most of the women who did this were prostitutes. The context is now gone, and so is the rule.

What does the Context Test say about the anti-homosexual­ lity laws? In contrast to the jewelry and hair cutting laws mentioned above, there were no social or pragmatic reasons for banning homosexuality. Indeed the social contexts for which they were written (Greek and Roman) were more or less free from venereal disease and prejudices against homosexuals. Given this historical background, it is obvious that the ban on homosexuality passes the Context Test with flying colors. If anything, homosexuality should be condemned even more strongly today— in light of the rise of AIDS and social taboos against it.

Before leaving this topic, it should be noted that homosex­ uals are no more guilty than the rest of us. In addition to speaking out against homosexuality, St. Paul also states that "all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God." We're all in the same boat, heterosexuals and homosexuals alike. Homosex­ uality is a sin and must be recognized as such, but it is not the only sin and homosexuals are not the only sinners.

In short, those of us who be­ lieve in democracy must respect the fundamental right of hom­osexuals to exercise their sexual preference as long as they don't infringe on the right of others. Those of us who also believe in Christianity, however, must recognize homosexuality as a sin and condemn it as such. What ever our opinions, we should not allow ourselves to be silenced by social pres­ sures. Homosexuality is begin­ ning to come out of the closet, but debate about it still remains firmly in the dark.

Rick Acker is a student at the Notre Dame Law School.

LETTERS

Information not always enough to prevent attacks

Dear Editor:

It is with a great deal of frus­ tration and little humor that I read Janice O'Leary's column, "Campus Crime Wave: Faces Perplexing Problems" (The Observer, Sept. 18). I feel that she and her friends should be commended for facing the reality that they could be vic­ tims and discussing what they might do if ever faced with this frightening situation. Knowledge and information are valuable tools but not a guar­ antee you will be safe. The sug­ gestions on how to prevent at­ tacks, while presented in a hu­ morous tone, all imply that a woman's behavior and or ap­pearance will influence an attacker to such a degree that women can ensure their safety. Please stop re-victimizing vic­ tims by suggesting they could have controlled their attackers by recognizing that:

1. Victims are of both sexes, all ages, races, religions and degrees of physical appearance.
2. Victims are assaulted by strangers, casual acquaint­ances and loved ones.
3. Victims are assaulted on dark streets, at parties, in resi­ dence halls and private homes.
4. Assaults are crimes of anger, rage and violence, not beauty and passion.

Rita J. Donley, Ph.D.
Coordinator of Clinical Services
University Counseling Center
Sept. 31, 1989

The Observer retains the right to edit all commentaries submitted to the Viewpoint department. Please note that the more concise the piece, the less we will have to edit it to fill our space.

DOONESBURY

HOOVER GATE

SANDY BROKE

SAYS, 'WHAT ARE YOU DOING, BOBBY?'

I WAS WONDERING IF YOU MIGHT HAVE A ROOM FOR ME, A CHANCE TO RELAX A BIT?

SURE! COME ON IN.

I WOULD WELCOME YOU IF YOU WOULD.

WHAT WILL BE YOUR ROOM FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE NIGHTS?

SURE, THEerte IS ROOM FOR US.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

'A man's feet must be planted in his country, but his eyes should survey the world.'

George Santayana
Why was ND tempted by ‘Last Temptation’?

By Edward J. Murphy

A department of the University is sponsoring a pub li c show ing of "The Last Temptation of Christ." Why? Why is the Student Communications and Theatre doing this? And why would the Ni ne-Member Board allow it? Is this nefarious enterprise?

Mr. Mills, among those who picketed in protest when the film was viewed in Mishawaka last fall. Although he had read a great deal about the movie, he finally got a chance to peruse the excerpts from the script and the book on which it is based, had not noticed before. Because of the taunts of some patrons that I had no right to protest with out having first seen the movie, I did see it.

Actually, the movie was much worse, much more sinister than I had expected it to be. From beginning to end, it is a veritable tissue of falsehood and distortion. To be sure, there is a disclaimer at the beginning that the events are fictitious and not based on the Gospels. But the movie is about the ultimate test of whether Jesus Christ, not Joe Messiah. Does one have a "right" to lie about historical events, even if one admits it is doing so?

1. Do you believe that Jesus Christ was unsure of who He was? Do you believe He doubted His divinity? Do you believe He was a wingy character whose message was tanta lizing and incoherent? (Movie: Jesus: I'm a liar, a hypocrite, I'm afraid of everything. Often, don't have the courage... You want to know who my God is? I don't know either. And that's all you'll find. Lucifer is inside me.)

2. Do you believe that Jesus, voyeur-like, watched Mary Magdalene have sex with a tur n- key? Do you believe Jesus asked her to forgive Him? (Movie: Jesus: I want you to forgive me. I've done many bad things. I'm going to the desert. I need you to forgive me before I go. Please "Mary Magdalene." Oh, I see. I said I'll have a day with you. And then you come in here with your head down saying "Forgive me."

3. Do you believe Jesus asked Judas to kill Him? (Movie: Jesus: You promised me. Remember, you once told me that if I moved your feet's revolution you'll kill me. Remember?) Judas: "Yes."

4. Do you believe Jesus made crosses which He sold to the Romans for use in crucifying Jews? (Movie: Judas: You're a disgrace. You're a criminal. You can't figure out by yourself, anybody can make crosses, except for you. You do it. You're worse than them! You're a Jew killing Jews. You're a coward!)

How will you ever pay for your sins? Jesus: "With my life."

This is but a sample of the lies about Jesus in this blasphemous film. But it is not only about Jesus that vicious lies are told, His friends fare no better. For example, the apostle Paul is portrayed as a liar and a hypocrite whose message was tw o-sided to gain the people's persuasion to make people feel better. Virtually every­ one who is close to Jesus is smeared, including His mother. Our Lady is cast as a bitter and frustrated woman who neither understands nor accepts the mission of her son.

So we return to the question: Why? Why is this movie being shown on the Notre Dame campus? Is an "academic exer cise"? But this is not a private showing in a class where a teacher and students study and critique the film. Rather, the movie is being advertised in campus publications, and the public is being urged to attend. To those who are supporting this film, it is possible that the sponsors might even be hoping to turn a profit. (One could only think that Jesus had received thirty pieces of silver from the betrayer.)

Why would anyone want to help spread lies about Jesus? Are we to assume that nobody involved is aware of what this movie is all about? It is, of course, possible that many, if not all, of those responsible are "useful idiots." The film's message is for those naive types who unwittingly do the writers' work.

The Last Temptation of Christ is a fail and, those of us who acknowledge Jesus as Lord dare not remain silent. Edward J. Murphy is the Ma thers Professor of Law at the Notre Dame Law School.
If the Christians thought the movie tough, they should meet Bea Fisher. Overprotective mother is an undertaking for this woman whose accent immediately suggests her Jewish heritage. She's serving up matzo and a great deal of trouble in her "Chicken Soup." The newest special on ABC's Tuesday night menu is "Chicken Soup," which comes to a boil at 8:30 on Tuesday nights. Jackie Mason stars as Jackie Fisher, a Jewish pajama salesman. Well, he was a pajama salesman until he quit his job in the first episode. Now he helps his next door neighbor Maddie Peerce (Lynn Redgrave) at an inner-city community center.

It's Bea Fisher (Hilary Karin) who adds the flavor to the broth. Bea wants Jackie to find a nice Jewish girl to date. In fact, she immediately expresses her ABC's Tuesday night menu is serving up matzo and a "Chicken Soup," which is from this theme that one of the show's best flavors comes. Each episode begins and ends with Jackie thinking out loud on the roof of his apartment. During these monologues, Jackie expresses his opinions on anything and everything. He thinks doctors are evil people who are like criminals. "Why do you think they wear gloves?" Gervais. No fingerpicks.

JOE BUCOLO

To Be Continued...

Finally, Jackie decides to turn his life around. He goes into his boss' office to quit; however, his boss fires him first. Jackie argues and manages to get rehired—only to turn around and quit. Then he tells Bea about his relationship to Maddie. "We're going to be a couple." She replies, "Why couldn't you be gay like everyone else?" And they thought Pharaoh was bad. (The two-pointed star of the show is obviously Mason. He steals the show with his witty comments and monologues. Karin is also quite good, but obviously models her character after Sophia from "The Golden Girls." It's Redgrave who needs work. Apparently a series isn't as easy as Weight Watchers commercials. Redgrave seems unsure of herself and they doubt, it's Bea's fault. Who names her son Jackie?

What viewers discover later (or probably predicted from the beginning) is that Jackie is dating someone: Maddie, the girl next door. Maddie is a widow who is trying to raise her three children as devout Catholics. Since both Jackie and Maddie know how love feels about religiously mixed relationships, they keep theirs a secret.

That's not to say Ben and Maddie don't like each other, they just don't be the exchanging Christmas presents. Actually, Ben likes Maddie's company and babies her children. She tells Jackie, "If she were a Gentile, I'd tell you to date her." He replies, "If I were a Gentile, I wouldn't have to be." Later he reflects upon his situation. "I've heard of people cheating on their wives. Why am I the only guy in the world cheating on his mother?"

One of the main themes of the show is the process of Jackie putting his life in order. In fact, it is from this theme that one of the show's best flavors comes. Each episode begins and ends with Jackie thinking out loud on the roof of his apartment. During these monologues, Jackie expresses his opinions on anything and everything. He thinks doctors are evil people who are like criminals. "Why do you think they wear gloves?" Gervais. No fingerpicks.
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ulation, the Irish offense kept consistent pressure on the Marquette defense but could not break it down. Marquette knocked the Irish and their parfait out of the game in the last three minutes.

Danny Lyons sent a punt across midfield that took an bounce on the hands of Marquette defenders. Forward Kevin Pendergast first got to the ball and tapped it to the left and into the possession of Kevin Wulf, who dribbled and slid the ball into the possession of Bob Wulf. Wulf from about yards out. Only two and a half minutes remained. It was a first goal of the season, and a timely one at that.

Not just content with the goal, the Irish continued their offensive pressure on the Marquette zone, but to no avail. A long, hard-fought game ended in a 2-2 tie.

SUTTON COLDFIELD, England — Ted ladlet, who won a historical Ryder Cup match over Europe on Sunday by a score of 14-10, followed with four matches remaining before an excited gallery of about 27,000 at the Belfry Golf Club.

The Europeans needed only to win one of those four matches to score a historic outright victory.

But Mark Cumberger, Tom Watson and Lanny Wadkins and Curtis Strange were not to be outdone, even though they knew the Cup was gone — captured by Europe in June — after the 14 matches in the four remaining matches.
The Top 25

(How The Associated Press Top Twenty Five college football teams were
ranked their next opponent.)

1. Notre Dame (3-0-0) beat Michigan State 21-13; Next: at Purdue.
2. Miami (3-0-0) beat Massachusetts 36-7; Next: at Michigan State.
3. Nebraska (3-0-0) beat Minnesota 36-0; Next: vs. Oregon State.
4. Auburn (2-0-0) did not play; Next: vs. No. 14 Tennessee.
5. Michigan (3-1-0) beat No. 24 UCLA 24-23; Next: vs. Maryland.
6. Colorado (3-0-0) did not play; Next: vs. No. 1 Washington.
7. Clemson (4-0-0) beat Maryland 37-7; Next: at Duke.
8. Arkansas (2-0-0) beat Mississippi 24-17; Next: vs. Texas-El Paso.
10. Syracuse (2-0-0) lost to Pittsburgh 30-21; Next: vs. Florida State.
11. Washington (2-1-0) lost to Arizona 20-17; Next: at No. 22 Oregon.
12. Southern Cal (2-1-0) beat Ohio State 42-3; Next: at Washington State.
13. Pittsburgh (3-0-0) beat No. 19 Syracuse 30-23; Next: at West Virginia.
14. Tennessee (3-0-0) did not play; vs. No. 4 Auburn.
15. Alabama (3-0-0) beat Kentucky 15-3; Next: at Vanderbilt.
16. Oklahoma (2-1-0) did not play; Next: at Kansas.
17. Houston (2-0-0) beat Arizona State 36-7; Next: at Temple.
18. North Carolina State (4-0-0) beat No. 9 Syracuse 30-23; Next: at Kent State.
20. Illinois (3-0-0) beat Ohio State 44-2; Next: vs. No. 22 Oregon.
21. Texas A&M (4-0-0) did not play; Next: vs. Southern Mississippi.
22. Oregon (2-1-0) lost to Stanford 19-17; Next: vs. No. 23 Arizona.
23. Arizona (1-1-0) did not play; No. 11 Washington 20-17; Next: at No. 2 Oregon.
24. UCLA (1-2-0) lost in No. 5 Michigan 24-23; Next: vs. California.
25. Ohio State (5-1-0) lost to No. 12 USC 42-3; Next: at Boston College.

McDonald kept the adrenaline alive to start the second half giving Hickson a two-yard gain on MSU's first play of the half before slamming him to the sod. McDonald made his presence known on the field, whether pounding Spartans individually or working the help of teammates. "MSU's got a tough line..." McDonald said. "Annually, I think they're better than Michigan. But we were a little more effective than them today. I've been working on staying on my feet and keeping my body square. All week in practice (Defensive End) Coach (Jay) Hayes showed me some new techniques and I used them, so it looks like they worked."

Happy 21st Joe

Love,
Mom, Dad, & your little "pard"

I Irish

continued from page 16
guy to defend. I've never had to
be on defense where we had
such a skilled back at the quar­
terback position. His judge­
ments were good. He ran the
ball, and that's where he is
dangerous. He threw the ball
on occasion pretty well. He was
really the big difference.
Perles was true to his word,
as he said prior to the game
that he would not kick to kick­
off return specialist Raghib
Ismail.
"I wasn't worried about him," Perles said. "I could kick away from him. I can't do anything about the quarterback. He's got the ball in his hand on every
down. He's a great one."
Apparently Rice was not as
impressed as Perles.
"It will go down as a win," Rice said. "but in my book it was only so-so. We made too many mistakes and we have to
learn from them in order to get
good.
Rice finished the day with 90
yards passing on 8-of-15 com­
pletions, with two interceptions. He ran for a net of 78 yards on 14 carries. Watters led the Irish with 49 yards rushing on 16 carries.

On the defensive side, Ned
Belehr and Chris Zorich had 10
and nine tackles, respectively.
The Irish sacked Enos four
times, two by Devon McDonald. The Spartan running game netted
only 75 yards, as tailback
Blake Ezor left with an articu­
lar stenosis in the first quarter.
"I think our football players
hung in there, and we beat a
very good football team," Holtz
said. "I'm pleased with the way we played the run particularly in the second half. Our football team did the things we had to
do to win.
"We played well on occasion, but we certainly didn't do it in the entire game."
"We have to play the 60-
minute game," Zorich said. "We
played strong for about thirty minutes, but that isn't going to be good enough against the teams we face. Even with one
minute left I was still shaking,
because you never know what
can happen."

Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

Student Pugwash. Notre Dame
Presents:
First Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, September 26 - 7:00 P.M. Galvin Auditorium

"What Ever Happened To... Nuclear Winter"
A Lecture by Paul Kenny, PhD Professor of Physics
Thursday, September 28 - 7:00 P.M. Galvin Auditorium

with special assistance from the Reilly Center for Science, Technology, and Values
Observe classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

We're Looking For A Few More Characters.

The advertising agency that's home to some of the most memorable characters in the business is looking for a few more to round out the group.

Come to the Leo Burnett presentation on career opportunities in client service and see where you fit in. Presentations will be held at the University Club.

For MBA's, Tuesday the 26th at 7p.m. Either one's presentation will be held at the University Club.

Irish capture first place in Indianapals

By JOHANNA KELLY

Perseverance and hard work are the keys to success in any sport.

The Irish women's golf team proved that last Thursday as the Irish captured first place at the University of Indianapolis Golf Invitational.

"We were really thrilled," said Irish coach Tom Hanlon about the victory.

In addition to winning medal honors with a score of 327, the Irish also broke the tourney in third place by a score of 333.

"I think we're starting to show we're more capable than we've shown in the past," said Tom Hanlon.

Irish freshman Kathy Phares headed the individual competition with a score of 73, also a new tournament record. Also contributing to the win were Allison Wogas with a score of 83, Bert Breyer at 84 and P. Pecko, Cappi Mack and Liz Podem all at 87.

"I hope that the tournament is going to be a stepping stone for improved play," Hanlon said.

The Irish will travel to Michigan State for a tournament next week.

N.D./MIAMI GAME

NOV. 24-26, 1989

$599 Per Person

 deduct for second person

Edgerton's travel service, inc.

2620 McKinley—287-8747
1-800-552-2514 (IN)
1-800-643-4604 (U.S.A.)

The Observer classifieds will be accepted from Monday, September 25, 1989 through Friday.
Giants 10, Astros 2
SAN FRANCISCO — Kevin Mitchell hit his 47th home run, drove in his 125th run and scored his 100th run as San Francisco eliminated Houston from the NL West race. The Giants lead San Diego by five games with six games remaining. Any combination of San Francisco victories and Padres losses totaling two would give the Giants the title.

Padres 1, Dodgers 0
LOS ANGELES — Orel Hershiser, 14-15, lost his seventh straight decision as San Diego kept alive. Hershiser allowed eight hits in seven innings and Tony Gwynn's sacrifice fly. The Dodgers have scored only three runs in his last 50 innings.

Athletics 9, Twins 3
MINNEAPOLIS — The Oakland Athletics reduced the magic number to two for winning their second straight American League West title, routing Minnesota 9-3 Sunday as Mark McGwire hit two home runs and Storm Davis won his 19th game. Oakland won for the sixth time in seven tries and leads California and Kansas City by 5 1/2 games with one week to go. The Athletics play their final seven games at home.

Brewers 8, Blue Jays 3
MILWAUKEE — Jonny M. holds his three-run double broke a six­ inning tie and the Milwaukee Brewers beat the Toronto Blue Jays to keep their slim playoff hopes alive in the American League East.

Twice St. Louis stayed one game ahead of second-place Baltimore, which lost 2-0 to New York. The Blue Jays and Orioles each have six games left, including three next weekend in Toronto.

Yankees 2, Orioles 0
Baltimore — Chuck Cary pitched seven strong innings and the New York Yankees again hurt Baltimore's hopes in the American League East.

The third-place Brewers won twice in the three-game series and pulled to within 5 1/2 games of Toronto.

The Observer is looking for interested and enthusiastic people to fill the following positions:

Accent Page Designers

• Excellent portfolio material
• First hand experience with the workings of a newspaper
• Paid position

Applicants should either be art, architecture, or design majors or have experience with newspaper, magazine, or yearbook page design.

For further information contact Alison Cocks at The Observer, 239-7471.

The Observer

is now accepting applications for

Day Editors

For further information, please contact Janet Herold at 239-5303 or 283-4164.

PURDUE LOTTERY TICKETS SIGN-UPS

Monday, Sept. 25 11:00am-4:00pm ONLY

Dooley Room, LaFortune Center

sign-ups for N.D. Grad and Undergrad.

2 I.D.'s per person: one must be self!

Winning lottery numbers will be listed in The Observer

TUESDAY, SEPT. 26
CAMPUS EVENTS

Monday, September 25
5:00 p.m. Alumni Senior Club. Presentation and Reception for Chemical Engineering and Mat. Science and Engineering students interested in discovering career opportunities with Caterpillar, Inc. Sponsored by Career and Placement Services.


7:00 p.m. Alumni Room, Morris Inn. Presentation and reception for all students interested in discovering career opportunities with Salomon Brothers. Sponsored by Career Placement Services.

8:00 p.m. Upper Lounge, University Club. Presentation and reception for all seniors interested in discovering career opportunities with Leo Burnett (Client Services). Sponsored by Career Placement Services.

MENUS

Notre Dame
Chicken Fried Steak
Turkey Turnover w/ Sauce
Veal Grinder

COMICS

CALVIN AND HOBBIES

HAVE YOU SEEN MY SOCKS? I THOUGHT I HAD THEM OUT RIGHT HERE.

BILL WATERSON

NO, I DON'T KNOW.

THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

BUZZ MC FLATTOP

CONGRATULATIONS TO JOHN POLOVA!

MICHAEL F. MULDOON

I DON'T BELIEVE IT.

THE BASEMENT

OH NO! HERE HE COMES!

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT UNION BOARD

Come check out Notre Dame's Campus Bands

Playing every Friday on the Fieldhouse Mall

5:30-7:30
ND goes 1-0-1 in weekend soccer action

By CHARLES POLLARD

Sports Writer

Even though the Notre Dame soccer team did not win both weekend games, it put forth two solid efforts. In so doing, the Irish showcased great character and composure in some testing circumstances.

A hurricane-like weather Friday night, not to mention an injured opponent, the Michigan State Spartans, by a 4-1 score. On Saturday, however, the Irish nullified the wind with their own ground game.

The top-ranked Notre Dame football team won Saturday’s game against Michigan State. The unfamiliar, mistake-prone, pressured Irish made the Spartans believe as it was a fourth-quarter drive to settle the contest at 21-13. “I think our guys will grow from this week,” Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz said. “They faced adversity when things weren’t going well.”

“Played badly and kind of got frustrated and tried to do things that aren’t built into the system. There were a lot of mistakes made during the course of the football game. We have an awful lot far work to do, we’re just going to have to go forward.”

Wait a minute, who won this game?

Give some credit to the Spartans, though. Playing without their leading ground-gainer, they turned to a passing attack, capped off by another Watters field goal. Then, in the third quarter, the Irish defense couldn’t hold, as Enos had all day to hit James Bradford for a 34-yard touchdown pass. The PAT got the Spartans to within one, 14-13.

The teams traded possessions through the third quarter and into the fourth without scoring, until Rice entered the best Irish drive yet, an all-run, 62-yard sequence that gave the Irish breathing room, 21-13.

The Irish put a scare into the Notre Dame team that was an 18-points favorite. The top-ranked Notre Dame football team won Saturday’s game against Michigan State.

What do Dean Brown, Derek Brown, Rodney Culver, Greg Davis, Raghib Ismail, Jim Sexton, Rod Smith, Ricky Watters and Rod West all have in common? They were all picked to pick the Notre Dame football player who would surprise people in 1989. I chose the same person—Devon McDonald.

The Irish still had to overcome their mistakes made during the first half of this equation evolved. At 9:17 of the first half, the Spartan’s Carl Hupfinger scored on a rifled shot from about twenty-five yards out. The shot went in off of the far post to Irish goalkeeper Danny Lyons’ right. The Spartans had their lead, but it would not even last the remainder of the first half.

Increased offensive pressure led to Mitch Kern’s second goal of the weekend. Left unmarked Kern beheaded the ball in by the near post. The goal came off of Jeff Rhodes’ corner kick at the 51:47 mark.

The two teams went back and forth exchanging scoring chances when at 65:13, Marquette’s Scott Steinauer got behind the Irish defense and beat Danny Lyons to the goal. Steinauer slid it into the unoccupied goal to tie the game at 1-1. In the last 20 minutes of reg the first half yielded no scoring from either team. However, Marquette dominated play and had numerous scoring chances. They outplayed the Irish 11-2. A different Irish squad came out for the second half.

The Irish still had to overcome adversity in the form of a 2-1 Marquette lead gained in the first of the two 15-minute overtime periods.

The first half yielded no scoring from either team. However, Marquette dominated play and had numerous scoring chances. They outplayed the Irish 11-2. A different Irish squad came out for the second half.

Increased offensive pressure led to Mitch Kern’s second goal of the weekend. Left unmarked Kern beheaded the ball in by the near post. The goal came off of Jeff Rhodes’ corner kick at the 51:47 mark.

The two teams went back and forth exchanging scoring chances when at 65:13, Marquette’s Scott Steinauer got behind the Irish defense and beat Danny Lyons to the goal. Steinauer slid it into the unoccupied goal to tie the game at 1-1. In the last 20 minutes of reg